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INTRODUCTION 
The Clemson (Machinery) Access Tracking System (CATS) 
project is an Undergraduate Research project working to 
develop an open-source access tracking and control system 
for the machinery in Makerspaces, Student Shops, and 
Industrial Applications. More specifically, we are a 
passionate group of makers working to promote and ensure a 
culture of safety. 

BACKGROUND 
In the past year Clemson University has created its own 
Makerspace that contains multiple 3D printers and a laser 
cutter. The Makerspace supplements many other student 
shops on Clemson’s campus. With the great demand for these 
spaces, it has become apparent that an automated solution for 
machine access control is needed. Currently, students are 
required to complete a safety and use training process prior to 
utilizing the Clemson Makerspace as well as other student 
shops. This training serves to ensure that students are aware 
of the safety hazards and equipment use requirements, but 
verifying all users are certified prior to their use of the 
machines is non-trivial. Existing machinery access control 
solutions include the MACS used at The Makerbarn [1], the 
ACNet developed by the London Hackspace [2], ACCX 
Products’ Open Access systems [3], and OEM Data 
Delivery’s KeyPOD system [4]. These systems all utilize 
RFID technology to verify the identity and user permissions 
before activating a machine. 

OBJECTIVE 
The CATS system seeks to provide safety for users, and 
security for machine owners. This will be accomplished by 
managing user access using a zone or machine based 
certification system, and a mechanism to control machine 
power. To control these elements the system must collect, 
send, store, and analyze user permissions data over the 
available network infrastructure. The system should provide 
data analytics on machine use, breakdown, or tampering.  
 

METHODOLOGY 
To ensure the success of this project the team implemented a 
design process that is as follows: 

A. Planning - Research current market solutions and 
develop the project mission statement 

B. Research of  Needs - Identify what the CATS system 
needs to solve 

C. Concept Development - Brain-storm solutions to the 
Research of Needs results 

D. General Design - Develop the hardware bill of 
materials and software algorithms 

E. Detail Design - Develop control software as well as 
hardware schematics 

F. Production Ramp-Up - Manufacture 8 units of the 
final CATS system for testing in current 
Makerspaces on the Clemson Campus 

RESULTS  
The team has created both Logic and Context Level Diagrams 
for the overarching process of this system. In addition, the 
team developed and breadboarded schematics for the 
prototype’s electronic circuit. At this time, the team has 
produced one alpha hardware prototype. This prototype is 
designed using the Raspberry Pi 3. The prototype uses two 
factor authentication via an RFID card scanner and a key-code 
access panel.  A PowerSwitch Tail II has been included to 
safely control mains electricity to a machine. 

IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
Future research for this project will be to streamline both 
physical assembly and the user experience, and then conduct 
testing in student shops and makerspaces.  Possible assembly 
improvements may include developing a custom printed 
circuit board, reducing the cost of the bill of materials, and 
utilizing surface mounted devices. Improvements to the user 
experience may include a cloud administration panel, 
automated data analytics, and the implementation of power 
outage protection. 
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